Three of four cysteines, including that responsible for substrate activation, are ionized at pH 6.0 in yeast pyruvate decarboxylase: evidence from Fourier transform infrared and isoelectric focusing studies.
Oligonucleotide-directed site-specific mutagenesis was carried out on pyruvate decarboxylase (EC 4.1.1.1) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae at three of the four cysteines (152, 221, and 222), the fourth (69) being buried according to X-ray crystallographic results [Arjunan et al. (1996) J. Mol. Biol. 256, 590-600]. All of the variants still retained significant activity, and all could be purified to homogeneity. FT-IR experiments were run on the C221S, C222S, C221S/C222S and C152A variants, as well as on the wild-type enzyme. There is a band present at 2557 cm-1 in the spectra of all variants and the wild-type enzyme, except in the spectrum of the C152A variant. This frequency is appropriate to a cysteine S-H stretching mode. It was therefore concluded that C152 is the only undissociated cysteine on the enzyme at pH 6.0, the pH optimum of this enzyme, whereas C221, C222, and C69 are all ionized. Isoelectric focusing experiments were carried out on all of these variants, as well as on the H92A variant (H92 is across the domain divide on the alpha domain, from C221 located on the beta domain). The variation in isoelectric points deduced from the data was consistent with removal of negative charges concomitant with the C221S, C222S, and C221S/C222S substitutions and removal of a positive charge with the H92A substitution when compared to that of the wild-type enzyme. The results of these two types of experiments are in good accord and suggest that the site of substrate activation at C221 [Baburina et al. (1994) Biochemistry 33, 5630-5635] is comprised of a Cys221S- +HHis92 ion pair, not unlike that found in papain and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. This finding suggests that the regulatory site of this enzyme has been optimized for nucleophilic reactivity between the thiolate of C221 and the keto carbon of the 2-oxoacid.